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SUBMISSION TO THE INQUIRY INTO ENVIRONMENTAL
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR GROWING POPULATIONS
INTRODUCTION
The Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee of the Parliament of
Victoria (the Committee) is undertaking an inquiry into what urban, rural, and regional
communities in Victoria are doing to tackle climate change and how the Victorian
government could support these communities.
Friends of the Earth (FoE) Melbourne is a not-for-profit organisation working for a socially
equitable and environmentally sustainable future. FoE is a community-driven environment
group with over 68,000 supporters. The international FoE network is active in 77 countries
with over 2 million members. We thank the Victorian Parliament for the opportunity to have
input into the inquiry.
The Victorian government has an excellent opportunity to rethink its use of land in a
sustainable and climate resilient capacity, as our population continues to grow. Part one of
this submission will discuss land use in regards to transport and planning. Part two will
outline the benefits of the Urban Forests and River Keepers Project.

PART 1: USING LAND EFFICIENTLY
The amount of land used up by transport infrastructure such as roads and car parking
increases as the amount of travel by private car increases12. This means that a lower
proportion of urban land is available for other purposes such as environmental infrastructure,
housing or commercial activity. Furthermore, high levels of car dependence contribute to
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urban sprawl which consumes natural habitat and land used for food production34. The loss
of remnant vegetation within urban areas and the consumption of land at the urban fringe
contribute to biodiversity loss, while urban expansion also contributes to a reduction in food
security567.

Car based expansion promotes low density sprawl, which in turn, threatens significant
ecosystems on the city’s fringe. Temperate native grasslands form one of the most
endangered ecosystems in Victoria, with less than 0.5% of their pre-European extent
remaining. Historically, vast areas of grasslands, including most of the Victorian volcanic
plain, have been destroyed or substantially altered by agricultural practices such as
grazing and cropping. As a consequence, some of the largest and most intact grassland
remnants in Victoria occur on the western and northern fringes of Melbourne, where they
are now vulnerable to urban expansion. Temperate native grasslands around
Melbourne support a range of threatened species including the matted flax-lily, spiny
rice-flower, button wrinklewort, golden sun moth, growling grass frog, striped legless
lizard and grassland earless dragon.8
The proposed North East Link motorway will cause significant damage closer to the city. It is
set to destroy over 26,000 trees, displace popular sporting fields, and negatively impact on
habitat of endangered and vulnerable flora and fauna9. Eleven plants including the Studley
Park Gum, and 23 fauna species including the Grey-headed Flying Fox and the Swift Parrot
10
, will be negatively impacted by the toll road.
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Active transport (mainly walking and cycling), and public transport are “land sparing” modes
of transport as they require less space per person and leave more land for other purposes.
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By ensuring land sparing modes are good enough to attract significant mode share, more
land can be allocated to environmental infrastructure, housing, green open space, and
commercial activity. The vastly superior space efficiency of these land sparing modes can
even allow land currently consumed by roads and car parking to be repurposed as
environmental infrastructure or other priority land uses1112.
Below, you will see some examples of innovative land use methods. From left to right: a
transport corridor providing choice while ensuring land sparing modes are well catered for13,
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a motorway converted to a canal in Utrecht14, a car park converted to a park and swimming
pool15, and an example of how active transport infrastructure can be inclusive if done well16.
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The cost of infrastructure provision is higher for sprawling urban areas1718. Reducing urban
sprawl and ensuring all Victorians are provided with adequate public and active transport
infrastructure will be imperative in moving towards a more sustainable and climate resilient
Victorians.
Encouraging urban sprawl also builds in social inequality, as lower income people are forced
to the margins of the city. We support government plans to reduce travel and increase local
livability, as guided by the principle of 20-minute neighbourhoods enshrined in Plan
Melbourne19.
Plan Melbourne says ‘the 20-minute neighbourhood is all about ‘living locally’—giving people
the ability to meet most of their daily needs within a 20-minute walk from home, with safe
cycling and local transport options’.
Only investing significantly in public transport will give any hope of providing the ‘20 minute
neighbourhood’ experience to the majority of people in Melbourne. The response to the
COVID-19 pandemic has seen many thousands of people working and studying from home.
As the state emerges from the lockdown, economic investment and government policy
should help to facilitate continued work and study practises that do make this form of living
available to the people of Melbourne, regardless of where they live. This approach is
consistent with core ALP values, such as those outlined in the party platform (2018), which
notes that ‘There is a critical inter-relationship between the environment, society and the
economy and, regardless of where people live, Victorians deserve access to a safe
environment, good public services, secure jobs and a safe community’20.
To deliver on this commitment means a significant increase in support for accessible public
transport for all, and a shift away from investment in major road projects.

PART 2: URBAN FORESTS & RIVER KEEPERS PROJECT
Growing populations mean we need strong infrastructure for jobs security, education, green
spaces, and biodiversity. Friends of the Earth Melbourne proposes the Urban Forests and
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River Keepers Project to improve and maintain urban forest riverways and provide an
education and training ground pathway towards employment in urban conservation and
landscape management. This project would help fulfil the ambitions of the City of
Melbourne’s Yarra River Birrarung Strategy 3 Dec 201921, the City of Yarra’s Climate Action
Grants Stream 202122, the Royal Botanic Gardens Horticultural Internship programs23 and
Environment Victoria’s Yarra Riverkeepers Association24.
The aim of the Urban Forests and River Keepers Project is to educate and train unemployed
youth and mature age volunteers, and could also fulfil Centrelink’s mutual obligation
requirements, in urban forestry and river management skills. It would provide a study stream
and a pathway to future traineeships, apprenticeships and employment opportunities. The
project would support existing urban environmental projects to reduce the impacts of climate
change and contribute to the rehabilitation, conservation and management of the Yarra River
and surrounding urban bushland areas in the City of Melbourne and City of Yarra.
It is proposed that an Indigenous-led education and training stream with guest speakers be
developed within Melbourne Polytechnic25 TAFE certificate courses in horticulture26 and
landscaping27 as an Industry-Government partnership28. Urban Forests and River Keepers
Project could be designed for Centrelink Jobseeker volunteers29 and Centrelink traineeships
30
, with an Indigenous youth focus. Students and volunteers would gain work experience on
city-based projects alongside local Council staff learning and contributing to the maintenance
and regeneration of Yarra River urban forests, wildlife corridors, waterways and walkways. In
addition, the proposed project would boost the number of employable trainees with
specialised skills needed to support the Yarra River Birrarung strategy, now and into the
future.
As stated in the City of Melbourne’s Yarra River Birrarung Strategy Dec 2019:31
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There is a need to rehabilitate and improve the natural spaces along the river
corridor, not only to benefit the growing population but as a commitment to restoring
the ecology of the river. An opportunity to improve reconciliation with the traditional
owners is a key ambition of this strategy and also a key challenge for a rapidly
growing city. Ultimately, the goal is to significantly raise the health and quality of the
Yarra River, Birrarung, environs in the city to be central to Melbourne’s economy,
culture and liveability.
Friends of the Earth Melbourne supports voluntary education and training programs that lead
to real jobs. Supporting people to upskill in sectors that will foster a more sustainable future
will be imperative in creating a climate resilient Melbourne, and in addressing
unemployment. Friends of the Earth Melbourne does not support obligatory schemes or
trade offs that require people to work or study in exchange for government benefits.
The Urban Forests and River Keepers Project will build on, and help realise current projects
and policies that will preserve and restore the health of our waterways and green spaces.
Moreover, this project will upskill and provide meaningful education leading to real jobs for
people of all ages.

CONCLUSION
In summary, Victoria will need to reconsider its current land management methods and
transport planning priorities, as well as support, educate and upskill communities to
accommodate our growing population. Investing in sustainable transport infrastructure,
promoting active travel and making a real move towards the 20-minute neighbourhood will
be a good place to start. Similarly, supporting the Urban Forests and River Keepers Project
will lead stronger urban biodiversity and help reduce unemployment.
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